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PREFACE
The main aim of the project is to present a new Awning arm design with simple
mechanism cost efficient parts in an environmental friendly manner. Sun shades
and roofing systems are a major business sector in Scandinavian countries.
Awnings are one of the major products for outdoor sun protections which are
quiet expensive while compared to other products for sun shades. These awnings
have not reached all classes of people as they are too expensive, and replacing any
of the parts in an awning is too expensive and needs expertise supervision for
replacement. Hence this project was concentrated to develop an awning system
which could be easier to replace as well as more economical to produce and sell.
The most important part of the Awning system is the arms of the awning which is
the movable part and the most expensive of all followed by the fabric and the
roller mechanism. In this project the arm of the Awning is considered as the main
part to be replaced with a simpler mechanism.
This project considers a study focusing on a type of awning system where a
model of a new arm design has been developed using SolidWorks, AutoCAD,
SolidWorks simulator, Solid Works analysis are the softwares used for virtual
study purposes. Based on the result obtained from this project a prototype was
created for further business purpose in the future.
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Abstract
The necessity to change the mechanism of the arm folding is to make a major
difference in the field of Sun roofing systems and also to reduce the cost of the
Awning system. The reduction of cost may help the market of the awning system to
reach the Upper- Middle Class customers.
In this project various technical solutions were investigated by simulation
softwares and the data was taken into consideration. The best solution has been
processed and investigated in depth with cost and material cost with high
preference which cannot be exceeded when compared to today’s Awning arm
folding solution.
The best solution for replacing today’s mechanism is a torsion spring folding
mechanism. The torsion spring has been designed and simulated using the
SolidWorks simulation software. A virtual bench test of the Awning system has
been created and designed using SolidWorks and the working mechanism has
been tested virtually.
The torsion spring’s data was calculated by using a spring dimension calculator.
The spring data has been included in the bench test and the test simulation has
been run by a virtual technique and then the result has been obtained by the
virtual test bench.
The torsion spring’s stress and strain analysis during maximum load on the
Awning in an open condition has also been calculated for the study purpose of the
spring stability and compared with the previous method of the awning system in
order to calculate the factor of safety (FOS) equal or more stabilise for the
environment as it has been used.
The environmental condition is a main focus in this project. There are different
types of weather conditions in Sweden. Customers may use the Awning during
rainy weather. While it is raining the rain water are collected on top of the fabric.
In order to withstand the weight of the water the arm of the awning should be
strong. Hence the environmental condition is a main factor in this project with
respective to speed of the wind.
The economical manufacturing cost for the product and the replacement of the
arm folding mechanism are mainly focused.
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1. INTRODUCTION
An awning is a sun protection system for houses in a luxury and gives a little
aesthetic appeal to the outside of a house. Focusing on the précised direction in
which the sun rays have to be blocked, an awning can reduce a surprisingly
amount of heat from the sun which can be estimated as 70% of the heat generated
from the sun rays.
There are different types of awnings depending on size and customer needs. This
project concentrates on the FA40 type awning shown in fig 1.1.

Fig 1.1 FA-40 Awnings [1]
These types of awning systems are most commonly used outdoors on houses and
the arms are spring loaded which is expensive to manufacture.

1.1 BACKGROUND
The FA40 awning system is a heavy duty awning system with folding arms. These
types of awnings are designed for terraces, bungalows, kiosks, shops and
restaurants etc. FA40 has also a pitch control which provides maximum shade.
The angle can be adjusted from -5⁰ to -40⁰ by rotating the pitch control’s eyelets
with the provided crank handle.
The operation of FA40 is either by an external motor or gear system and internal
by the motor. The motor is controlled automatically for example by a remote
controlling system or by a sun and wind sensor system. The awning can easily be
installed by an available flexible bracket.
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The arm is manufactured by pressurised die casted aluminium and the arm
profiles of extruded aluminium. The spring tension is connected over both the arm
and knee brackets in order to improve the stability of the awning. Heavy duty
springs provide excellent tension to the fabric.
The profile of the awning front tube and the hood profile are manufactured by
extruded aluminium. The roller tubes of FA40 measured 70, 78 and 85 mm are
manufactured in zinc plated steel, the 71 mm roller tube in extruded aluminium.
The square tube is manufactured by 40x40mm zinc plated steel.
There are different types of FA40 awnings which are allocated according to the
dimensions of the projection of the arm and the maximum width. The different
types of FA40 series are
 FA42
 FA44
 FA45
 FA46
 FA48
The FA40 series types are differentiated according to it arm expansion sizes.
Projection: Length of the arm; Series connection: Connection between two arms
with use of Dyneema Tape and pulleys
 FA42
Projection: 1.6 – 4.0
Series connection: 15.0m
 FA44
Projection: 1.6 – 4.0
Series connection: 15.0m
Motorised
 FA45
Projection: 1.6 – 4.6
Series connection: 15.6m
 FA46
Projection: 1.6 – 4.0
Series connection: 15.0m
Automated
 FA48
Projection: 1.6 – 3.5
Series connection: 14.5 m
Automated
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1.1.1. AIM OF THE STUDY

The main aim of the study was to rebuild an awning model which already existed
on the market without replacing much of its original design, and to introduce the
product with new low cost dimensional view. The method used for developing the
new type of folding of the arm was mainly concentrated to the cost and quality of
the product and also an easy replacement of the folding mechanism by the
customer himself which will boost in spare part development and sale which will
increase the life time usage of the product as well as benefits the customer and the
company economically.
1.1.2. PROBLEM DEFINITION

The arm of the awning consists of a loaded compression spring which is guided
with Dyneema tape. Dyneema tape is a registered trade mark tape and along with
it the compression spring is added for creating the spring tension. This is one of
the main factors for the increase in retail cost of the awning and the mechanism is
complicated and expert guidance is required to replace the mechanism. A cost
efficient method of generating an arm folding mechanism, an elbow joint in the
arm, and a user friendly method of replacing the arm joint is needed for
maintaining and to lower the price of the awning system.


Why to carry out the project?
A: The thesis has to be carried out in a complete economic phases. There
are many day to day life using accessories that are used in our life.
Awnings have become one of them as they are used in almost every luxury
home in Sweden. The awning holds an economic value of 300 million
SEK businesses in Sweden. It plays a vital role in Europe due to its
climate changes. Sweden holds very little summer time from June till
August. The usage of awning is also restricted to the time period. Hence
new developments in the field of awnings are highly needed because of
upcoming customer needs and the market strategy of innovation.

1.2 LIMITATIONS
The limitations in this project are more specific





Cannot change much of its original design
Should withstand wind speeds up to 13.6 m/s
The new ‘elbow’ mechanisms should present the same tension as today’s
mechanisms, i.e. not less than 9400 N-mm
Easy replacement of the arm joint
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1.3 STUDY ENVIRONMENT
The advancement in the awning industry is required since the main counter part of
the spring is the wind and the Dyneema tape is expensive and replacing the parts
required expertise level as it is spring loaded so the tension in the spring always
remains due to the drag force created by the Dyneema tape. Hence a new
mechanism is required to make the process easier and reliable. So the research
process is carried out at University along with the reference guide from the
Persienn material AB to develop a new spring mechanism. Persienn material AB
they build awning by parts which they buy and sell according to the customer
requirements. They also manufacture some parts of awning which includes arms
of FA-40 series.
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2. METHOD
A successful product designer must combine creative design along with structured
design methodology and computer aided design tools.
The two main methods suggested for this project are morphology and design
methodology.
Morphology: It is a method that can be used formally or informally to tabulate our
everyday thinking ideas of a particular project.
Design methodology: Design methodology is defined as the work to find the
solution in innovative and reasonable according to the requirement of the
customer.
The alternative method is morphology which has three different steps for
developing an idea which are [2].
The chosen method for this project is design methodology. Design methodology is
more flexible for me to use as it helps to develop a particular idea and improve it
as this project has limitations which was not to disturb it previous design in
complete new form.
The steps involved in the morphology are







Product discovery
Product Planning
Product definition
Conceptual design
Product development
Product support

Product discovery: This is the initial step where the need for the projects is been
decided. This implies three steps which are Technology, Market and Source
Explanation: In this project as it is re-design of the awning spring and its
modelling generation so the required technology are such as simulation softwares
and the price chart of the previous market and the source that could be out
sourcing from the supplier are to be considered for better performance.
Product Planning: The product planning which is about planning how to carry on
the project in a phase of step by step process which includes the project planning
chart and also to make sure of the cost and the required time period for the project
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Project Planning
Design Organization: Halmstad University

Date: 16/06/2015

Proposed Product Name:FA-40 series Awning
Task 1

Name of Task: Design of mechanisms
Objective : To find the suitable mechanism
Deliverables: Model design and Testing
Decisions needed:
Decision 1: Model 1(Gear)
Decision 2: Model 2 (Spring)
Personnel needed
Title: Gear Mechanism Hours: 2:45
Percent full time: 2:45
Title: Spring Mechanism
Hours: 1:40
Percent full time:1:40
Time estimate Total hours: 5:45

Lapsed time(include units): 2:00

Start Date: 16/06/2015 Finish Date: 18/06/2015
Task 2

Name of Task: Development of selected Spring
Objective : Design of spring
Deliverables: Spring calculation
Decisions needed:
Decision 1: Size and Spring calculation
Decision 2:
Personnel needed
Title: Spring design

Hours: 08:00

Time estimate Total hours: 10:00

Percent full time: 9:45
Lapsed time(include units): 1:45

Start Date: 18/06/2015 Finish Date: 15/07/2015
Team member: Jithendra

Prepared by: Jithendra

Team member:

Checked by: Jithendra

Team member:

Approved by: Sabina

Table 2.1 Project planning [5]
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Project Planning
Design Organization: Halmstad University

Date: 16/06/2015

Proposed Product Name:FA-40 series Awning
Task 1

Name of Task: Testing
Objective : To find the working and analysis of the spring
Deliverables: Testing

Decisions needed:
Decision 1: Reliability
Decision 2:
Personnel needed
Title: Testing and analysis
Title:

Hours: 2:45

Percent full time: 2:45

Hours: Percent full time:

Time estimate Total hours: 5:45
Sequence: Predecessors:

Lapsed time(include units): 2:00

Successors:

Start Date: 19/07/2015 Finish Date: 18/08/2015

Costs: Capital Equipment

Disposables:

Team member: Jithendra
Team member:
Team member:
Team member:
The Mechanical Design Process

Prepared by: Jithendra
Checked by: Jithendra
Approved by: Sabina
Designed by Professor David G. Ullman

Copyright 2008, McGraw Hill

Form # 10.0

Table 2.2 Project planning [5]
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Product definition: This is the phase where the problem of the product is been
defined and the concept which is generated is evaluated from the conceptual
design in order to the reliability of the generated concept.
In this project as it is re-designing the problem definition is pre allocated from the
company Persienn Material and then the concept generation is been carried out.
Problem definition: The arm of the awning consists of a loaded compression
spring which is guided with Dyneema tape. Dyneema tape is a registered trade
mark tape and along with it the compression spring is added for creating the
spring tension. This is one of the main factors for the increase in retail cost of the
awning and the mechanism is complicated and expert guidance is required to
replace the mechanism. A cost efficient method of generating an arm folding
mechanism, an elbow joint in the arm, and a user friendly method of replacing the
arm joint is needed for maintaining and to lower the price of the awning system.
This problem definition is been explained in the previous chapter.
Conceptual Design:
Step 1: Decompose the function





Collect grip force and motion from user
Transform grip force and motion to bar
Move bar
Amplify force

Step 2: Develop concept for each functions




Designer makes a fundamental assumptions
The function is directed at how, not what
The domain knowledge is limited

Step 3: Combine concept
The result of applying the previous step is a list of concepts generated for each of
the functions which are combined and CAD model is made developed.
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Table 2.3 Morphology [5]
Product development: After the generation of the concept the selected model is
been design calibrated and evaluated and the model is been refined and finalised
which the whole process is been explained in chapter 3.
Product support:

Fig 2.1 Product support flow chart [5]
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The final testing takes place and the product is launched or delivered to the
customer. In this final stage the product is been finally tested and approved for
launch which follows the flow chart as shown in the fig 2.1

2.1 ALTERNATIVE METHODS
Design methodology which is developed initial for research and concept
generation of creating new ideology is a derived from Zwicky's 'Morphological
Method published in 1948 but in 1962 conference held at London was the first
time that 'design methods' received substantial academic recognition which was
presented by Jones and Thornley, who initial applied the theory instead of
morphology for making the scientific production of re-building or developing an
existing product and the first book was written in the same year 1962 by Hall
(1962), Asimow (1962), Alexander (1964), Archer (1965), Jones (1970), [11]
Design methodology combines of four major steps and they are as follows
Design methods are: Discover, Define, Develop, Deliver
Discover: Discover phase is defined as the marked stage where initial ideas and
concept get developed (e.g. Brain storming)
Brain storming: Brainstorming is initially development of ideas which are been
recorded. The rules for brainstorming are [2]
1. Record all the ideas generated
2. Generate as many ideas as possible, and then verbalize these ideas.
3. Think wild. Silly, impossible ideas sometimes lead to useful ideas.
4. Do not allow evaluation of the ideas; just the generation of them. This is very
important. Ignore any evaluation, judgment, or other comments on the value of an
idea and chastise the source.
Define: Define phase is defined as the stage where the ideas created from the
discovered phase gets it meaning. A definition of the idea and principle of the
innovation gets created (e.g. Project development)
Project development: The project development is the process in which the project
in which the created idea is been developed with defining the data’s and materials
to be used for the manufacturing.
Develop: Development phase where the formal sign-off takes place. The
conceptual idea in developed. Errors are detected and rectified. (E.g. Development
method)
Development method: The development methods are to prototype or iterate the
generated concept to get to and end point. The lesson learnt from the prototype are
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fed back to the fore improve mentation process. The process of improving is
carried out by considering cost effective model in mind are:
1. Creating 3D modelling in CAD
2. Rapid prototype such as using 3D printing
3. Manufacturing the prototype with help of external suppliers
4. FEA analysis
Deliver: Deliver phase where the final testing takes place and the product is
launched or delivered to the customer.
In this final stage the product is been finally tested and approved for launch.

Fig 2.2 Double diamond method [2]
The fig 2.2 refers the design methodology in a pictorial representation which is
explained by two diamond shaped process flow diagram. Discover, Define,
Develop and Deliver. They expand space for lots of different ideas to be
discovered and shared. Then by focusing on user-needs they assist identify and
define priority areas. And then the designer will develop multiple prototype
solutions based on the opportunity. And finally they will focus on distinct
objectives and manufacturing, finally the solution is acquired.
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3. THEORY
The FA-40 series of awning are the main theme of this project which uses the
mechanism Dyneema tape and compression spring for load. FA-40 series of
awning are very much attracted among the shops, restaurants and houses for its
excellent heat resistance system and also provides a pleasant environment among
the customers as it is automated and wind retracted technology. The projection
angle is infinitely adjustable from -5° to-40° just by rotating the pitch control
eyelets with the crank handle.

3.1 OPERATION OF AWNING
The FA-40 series is operated by gear or motor externally or by internal operated
motor. The motor system can be completed with automatic control system like
sun sensor which helps to extract the awning when the sun is out and wind sensor
which helps to retract back when the awning is subjected to heavy wind velocity
which could damage the arms of the awning.
3.1.1 PRESENT SCENARIO

In this Fig 3.1 shows the parts and the dynamics of the arm .
Dyneema Tape

Compression
Spring

Arm
Handle

Folding
joint

Angle Joint

End joint

Fig 3.1 Awning arm mechanism [1]
When the awning is operated manually or by motorised form the Angle joint gears
are active which releases the awning sheet dude to the compressed pressure stored
by the spring in the mechanical form is released and the sheet is pulled towards
the opposite direction. The working of the compression spring is been controlled
by the Dyneema tape which is connected on the both ends of the compression
spring in-order to create a pull force. Due to the pull force the arm is kept folded
when it is released the arm folding joint get extracted along with the arm handle
which is a vice-versa process.
3.1.2 INSTALLATION

The FA-40 awning can be easily installed by means of suitable bracket available
on the market on to the side walls or under the eave.
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3.1.3 STANDARD MATERIALS AND MANUFACTURING METHODS OF AWNING

Installation brackets are made or manufactured by extruded aluminium. End
brackets are manufactured of polyamide, Gears are manufactured by pressure die
casting and the material used for the gear manufacturing is Zinc hence the gear are
Zinc casted. The removable crank handles are made of steel is powder coated.
Brushings for roller tube 70, 71and 78 mm are manufactured using pressure die
casting and Zinc is the material.
End caps for the front tube are manufactured by means of polyethylene or
polyoxymethylene, bushing in polyamide; plastic covers for the nuts and bolts are
manufactured of polyethylene. Pigmented articles have colour codes.
Fasteners are manufactured of stainless steel, zinc plated steel or steel surface
which are treated with Dacro
All FA-40 series are provided with hood profile of extruded aluminium and with
aluminium hood side is covered and the hood brackets are made of extruded
aluminium. All the joining pieces are manufactured using stainless steels
STANDARD DIMENSIONS [3]
Dimensions FA42
Projection (m): 1.6, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0
Max width 7.0 m per unit. (6.0m at 4.0m projection)
Series of connection up to 15.0 m
Dimensions FA44
Projection (m): 1.6, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0
Max width 7.0 m per unit. (6.0m at 4.0m projection)
Series of connection up to 15.0 m
Dimensions FA45
Projection (m): 1.6, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0
Max width 4.6m per unit.
Dimensions FA46
Projection (m): 1.6, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 and 4.0
Max width 7.0 m per unit. (6.0m at 4.0m projection)
Series of connection up to 15.0 m
Dimensions FA48
Projection (m): 1.6, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0 and 3.5
Max width 7.0 m per unit.
Series of connection up to 15.0 m
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WIND CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO EN13561 [3]
FA42/44/45/46
4

5

6

FA42/44/46 with Pitch
Control
4
5

7

1,6
2,0
2,5
3,0
3,5
4,0

1,6
2,0
2,5
3,0
3,5
4,0

6

7

6

7

1,6
2,0
2,5
3,0
3,5
4,0

FA44/45/46 with roller
valance
4
5

FA48
6

7

1,6
2,0
2,5
3,0
3,5
4,0

4

5

Wind class 3
Wind class 2
Wind class 1
Not available

Fig 3.2 Wind classifications EN13561
The Fig 3.2 shows about the wind classifications according to the EN13561
constant. The SS-EN13561 is a European Standard which stands according to the
quality of the product with it reliability according to the stress that acts on the
surface of the awning body. The wind force of each place varies hence a constant
has been created for stable standard calculation.
The X and Y axis are measured in meters. The Wind graph shown in this Fig3.2 is
an constant which is useful to calculate the speed of the wind which is already
calculated according to the projection of the arm which is shown in the Y axis and
the total length of the awning which is X axis.
The coloured graph shows the effect of wind over the awning.
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3.1.4 ANALYSIS

Von Mises Stress Analysis is carried out with help of Solidworks 2013 in this
project. Von Mises Stress is widely carried out by design engineers to check
whether the design created can withstand the load condition or not.
Von Mises Stress is useful because an engineer can say that the model can fail if
the value of von Mises stress is induced is maximum than the strength of the
material
[(

)

(

)

(

) ]

[(

)

(

)

(

) ]

So,

As per the von Mises stress the engineers can easily consider the yield strength of
the material [4]

3.2 CHOSEN TOPIC
The project is remodelling the arm mechanism with a spring mechanism. There
are two main different types of springs they are (i) Compression spring and (ii)
Torsional spring. The previous model is supported by compression spring with
Dyneema Tapes. So I supported with an alternative spring along with a hub for
support.
3.2.1 TORSION SPRING:

Torsional spring is spring which works with torsion or twist. The torsion spring
stores the mechanical energy in the form twisted form.
The torsion spring obeys the torsion co-efficient of Hook’s Law

Hook’s Law state that the extent to which an elastic material can change it shape and size
under stress directly proportional to the stress that is applied
F= -kX
F stands for applied force on the spring; X stands for displacement of the spring
and k stands for spring constant.
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Whereas Hook’s co-efficient is:
Ʈ= -kӨ
Ʈ is the torque exerted by the spring in Newton, Ө is the angle of twist and k is the
spring constant.
The mechanical energy is stored in form of Joules which is represented by U,
U= ½ k Ө²

Fig 3.1 Torsional Spring [3]
The Fig 3.1 supports the formulae of Hook’s Co-efficient which determines angle
of twist and force applied on the spring with exerted force F.
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4. RESULT
The result of this project is been divided in to four major parts which are
classified in to Discover, Define, Develop and Deliver
As this is a development process. The main concentration of the development
was focused in internal area of the awning folding operations and developed
according to the main structural form without disturbing the main structure and its
design. The research was carried out by using different types folding systems.

Spring attached
to the arm
folding
mechanism

4.1 The spring placement
REQUIREMENT:
The spring can create the same tension on the fabric which is most important in
the awning system for stiffness of the fabric.
The angle between the free position and the angle of actual deflection has to be
calculated in order to maintain the tension on the fabric whereas the angle
between the actual deflection and the assembled torque let us consider as 10⁰ then
the angle between assembled torque and loaded position would be 170⁰ (18010=170). So the total angle between the free positions will be the total working
angle of the spring which would be calculated as the 170+10+? So we have to find
the angle between free torque and assembled torque. Which is explain in the
figure [4.2]
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Fig 4.2 Calculate the total working angle of spring =? (Spring Top View)

Fig 4.3 Brain storming
As this is a development process. The main concentration of the development
was focused in internal area of the awning folding operations and developed
according to the main structural form without disturbing the main structure and its
design. The research was carried out by using different types folding systems
using the “brain storming “and the best suitable solution has been taken and
further developed. In this fig 4.3 it shown the different method of brain storming
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used which initially developed using gears as the mechanism is complicated and
expensive to manufacture the process has been dropped.

4.1 PRESENTATION OF EXPERIMENT RESULT
The data of the spring and the wind velocity of the awning arm are taken in to
consideration for developing a suitable arm section of the awning.
AWNING ARM DATA
The velocity of wind has been taken in consideration.
Projections of the awning fabric in Meters (m):
 Stage 1: 1.6m
 Stage 2: 2.2m
 Stage 3: 2.5m
 Stage 4: 3.0m
 Stage 5: 3.5m
The above stages shows the projection of the awning using the in meters
Sl.No
1.
2.
3.
4.

Wind
Strength
4
3
2
1

Wind
Wind Speed Pressure
Speed(km/h) (m/s)
(N/m2)
<=19
=5,3
<40
20-28
=7,7
40
29-38
=10,5
70
39-49
=13,6
110
Table 4.1 Wind velocity classification

The Fig 3.2 shows about the wind classifications according to the EN13561
constant. The wind force of each place varies hence a constant has been created
for stable standard calculation.
The X and Y axis are measured in meters. The Wind graph shown in this Fig 4.4
is an constant which is useful to calculate the speed of the wind which is already
calculated according to the projection of the arm which is shown in the Y axis and
the total length of the awning which is X axis.
The coloured graph shows the effect of wind over the awning.
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Length of Awning

Breath of Arm

Fig 4.4 Wind Velocity
Stress factor of the spring
Material Shear modulus G = 80.171,5964 Pa
Maximum Shear possible Ʈmax = 9.138,9841 Pa
Wahl correction factor W= 1.2129
Weight of a spring = 0.1182kgs
Maximum torque possible = 10.567,935 N-mm
Hard Drawn MB-A STM A227 material can be used as a suggestion
Stress factor are calculated in respective with the wind calculation and the spring
stress data obtained from the model using the manual which is calculated with
help of SolidWorks 2013.
SPRING DATA COLLECTIONS
Sl.No
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
7.
8.
9.

SPRING
SPECIFICATION
Wire diameter
OD
ID
Active coils
Length L1
Length L2
Mean diameter
Required Torque

10.

Spring Index (C)

Measurements
5mm
40mm
20mm
5
100mm
100mm
35mm
5000-10000
mm
7

Table 4.2 spring specifications
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N-

ANALYSIS
In this part of the component the stress acts at the end point of the component as it
is very clear that the other end point has been fixed at the other end point which
suffers the strain experiences the force by the wind at it maximum of 50 kgs of
wait till it maximum acceptance. Which is approximately equal to the value of the
previsions model acceptance value according to the wind velocity constant data
Shown in the fig [4.5] Displacement Analysis is done using the Solidworks 2013
version.

Fig 4.5 Awning arm Analysis

4.2 PRESENTATION OF RESULT BASED ON MODELS (DEFINE)
The awning has been designed in the final phase using the cad model by use of
AutoCAD 2007 and the testing prototype for simulated test has been created using
the Solid Works 2013.

Fig 4.6 (Auto CAD 2007 Model Ref [4])
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4.3 DESIGN OF TORSION SPRING (DEVELOP)
In this function the spring has been designed and assembled in the awning to
study the working condition using the Solid Works simulations. Design of springs
includes the design calculation of the spring and the data’s from the spring data
which has been calculated and designed.

Fig 4.7 Torsional Spring design
Torsional Spring: A torsion spring is a spring that works by torsion or twisting
force. Flexible and elastic object that stores mechanical energy in twisted form.
When it is twisted it exerts a force in the opposite directionally proportional to the
amount of the twisted force which is shown in fig 4.7

Fig 4.8 springs with Base Cup
This is the suitable model in which a torsional spring has been infused with a
covered base as shown in fig 4.8. These covered bases are removable in case of
mal-function of spring. The end point of each base is locked with the arm of the
awning as shown in the Fig 4.9 which would fold and unfold during the pressure
sense and extract or retract the fabric of the awning. In order to maintain the fabric
in a stiff sense an additional spring has been added to the end nob of the movable
screws to maintain the tense on to the fabric.
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Fig 4.9 Assembly of base cup
This is easy to maintain than the previous model of awning as the inter change of
the folding mechanism is easy. The spring and the base are manufactured and
assembled as a same part and sold to the customer and a customer with valuable
instructions he/she can cut of the tension install the kit.

The result of the new awning design has been designed and tested with use of
SolidWorks workbench analysis and the final design is shown in the fig 4.10

Fig 4.10 Final Design
The result shows how the exact awning model after installation of the torsion
spring mechanism. And the work bench result is showcased in appendix I.
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4.4 COST ANALYSIS
The result show how cost efficient the model is compared to the Dyneema Tape
method.
Product cost estimation is the production of a product which cannot be continued
unless the manufactured product are successfully marketed and fixed the working
capital is recovered, and a profit is made. Manufacturing cost of a product plays a
vital role in the marketing process because it provides the information required to
setup the selling price of a product.
FA-40 type awning cost 12500 SEK which is along with the Dyneema Tape. But
when it is replaced by the Torsion spring mechanism the total cost is cut off by
11.2% which is approximately 11100 SEK.
Retail price of each arm when manufactured with Dyneema Tape is 1200 each
arm which is 2400 SEK for a pair. When it is manufactured with Torsional spring
mechanism it cost around 500 SEK each arm which is 1000 SEK for a pair.

Sl. No

Type Of Awning

Spring Type

Arm
(meters)

1.

FA-42

Compression
Spring with
Dyneema Tape

4.4

Torsion Spring

4.4

2.

FA-42

Price
SEK

2440.53 SEK

2000 SEK
Cost Analysis Table 4.3
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Awning FA-42
(Manufacturing
with
Compression
spring)
Awning FA-42
(Manufacturing
with Torsion
spring)

Direct
Labour Cost

Direct
Material
Cost

Factory
Expenses

General
Expenses

Total
Manufacturing
Cost

20000

47735.4

119973.39

20000

207708.9

20000

42780.4

119973

20000

202753.4

Manufacturing Cost per 50 parts of arm Table 4.3
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5. CONCLUSION
5.1 CONCLUSION
The main aim of the project is to simplify the arm mechanism of the awning
without entirely changing the look of the awning and also cost efficient method.
This report of the project satisfies the required task in a clear and innovative
manner with keen technological influence of 3D modelling softwares.
 The project depends entirely on the design of the arm folding mechanism
which task is carried out by following design methodology. And the task
of a perfect design has been carried out and reasonable solution is
obtained.
 The task also includes that the method should also satisfy a cost efficient
method which would have comparably lower manufacturing price and
retail price than the previous awning mechanism. This project has
satisfied this condition reasonably
 The project also satisfy easy replaceable of the mechanism without
expertise supervision with minimum knowledge. Which also boost up the
economy of the industry by manufacturing of the spare parts and to the
consumer which is easier to handle and affordable in price.
This project on the whole satisfies the main task in which the project has
to face the innovative phase both in technologically as well as
economically.

5.1.1 RECOMMENDATION TO FUTURE ACTIVITIES









More flexible and materials with strength can be introduced to make it
simple
More attractive design can be introduced
More automations can be introduced with featured form like auto
movement of the shades according to the sun rays direction
The arm can be rebuilt in to a compact model
Introducing more stabilised model for wind balancing
Making it more user friendly model of user approach with sensor detection
system
Mobile phone OS can be introduced for the operation of the awning
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6. CRITICAL REVIEW
The Awning industry became one of the main house hold and industrial sector
which made many companies to deal with all-over the world. Awning is used in
almost every home in Sweden. The awning holds an economic value of 300
million SEK businesses in Sweden. It plays a vital role in Europe due to its
climate changes. Hence the study environment makes a necessary environment to
development in the field of awning because of the upcoming customer needs and
market strategy of innovation.
The report concludes with all the necessary development of the awning which can
make the manufacturing as well as the considering the retail price which could
provide both the customers and the manufacturers to profit. This project not only
deals with developing a new type of awning arm folding mechanism it also
entertains easier replacing of the mechanism without much supervision from the
experts or the company member this could deal with production of direct spare
parts which will in return boost up the company’s product rate of the spare part. It
will help both economically and physically for the long run of the manufacturer.
This is a profitable solution of innovation in the field of awning FA-40 series.
The design and development method has achieved by mean of cost but the
advanced and simpler mechanism can be developed. By mean of change materials
can be changed and made the structure can be made much litter and cheaper in
cost.
The chosen methodology has satisfied with design and development of new
mechanism and design of the hub for the spring holding are developed. The
chosen methodology has given a clean idea and shows the progress of the project.
The process such as brain storming and tabulation are very much helpful in
developing the new design and put the design in production line from the design
section to the process engineering section. This in returns goes to production team
for the final product as an output.
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APPENDIX I – Arm Design and Constructions

ARM DIMENSIONS

INTERGRATED ARMS
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APPENDIX- II Spring design and Hub

TORSIONAL SPRING DESIGN DRAWING

SPRING HUB
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APPENDIX- III Gears

SPERICAL GEAR

WORM GEAR
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APPENDIX- IV Test bench

AWNING SIMULATION TEST BENCH
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